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Polynomial Ring Generated by Tableau Shapes 
A. P. HILLMAN AND R. M. GRASSL 
Let A and .1 consist of all linear combinations L Ujaj of partitions aj and L uFj of 
skew-tableau frames F j, respectively, with coefficients Uj in a ring U with unity. Multi-
plication of frames is defined so as to make .1 into a non-commutative ring and A into a 
commutative ring U[xt. xz, ... ] of polynomials in an infinite sequence of indeterminates 
and hence into a differential polynomial ring U{z}. A homomorphism A from.1 onto A, 
two geometric anti-automorphisms of .1, an automorphism of A, and homomorphisms 
from A and .1 into rings of generating functions enumerating various types of skew-
tableaux are developed using a frame multiplicity function M[F, E] and combinatorial 
proofs. These enable one to extend results on linear partitions or tableaux to skew-
tableaux. 
In the process, analogues of theorems of Littlewood on Schur functions are proved for 
A. These show that multiplication of partitions in A is the same as multiplication of their 
Schur functions. Thus the M[F, E] generalize the Schur multiplication coefficients gai3Y 
and characterize them in several new ways. It is shown that gai3yequals a simpler coefficient 
when a or {3 is a "Durfee rectangle" in y. 
A main tool is the Robinson-Schensted insertion algorithm for converting a sequence 
{gj} = gt. ... , gw into a tableau r{gj} and Knuth's necessary and sufficient conditions for 
r{gJ to equal r{hJ. A useful new lemma is that r{gj} and the result r'{gj}' of inserting the 
reversed sequence gw, ... , gt. while using the reversal of the "less than" ordering, are 
tableaux of the same shape. Also used is Schiitzenberger's theorem on inserting inverse 
permutations. 
1. PARTITIONS, FRAMES AND SKEW-TABLEAUX 
Here a partition is a sequence a = (at. az, ... ) of non-negative integers aj with an index 
d such that ai ~ az ~ ... ~ ad and aj = 0 for i > d. The sum ai + ... + ad of the parts aj is 
the weight wgt a. If wgt a > 0, the largest i with aj > 0 is the degree d = deg a. and we also 
write (at. az, ... ) as (at. ... , ad). The null partition ao is the unique a with wgt a = 0; ao 
will be the unity of the ring A. 
The tableau frame of shape a = (ai, ... , ad) is the set of nodes 
cP(a) ={(s, t)ls = 1,2, ... , d; t = 1, 2, ... , as}. 
Thus cP (ao) is the empty frame. If a and yare partitions with cP (a) c cP (y), the skew-frame 
cP(yla), of shape yla, consists of the nodes in cP(y) and not in cP(a) and wgt cP(yla) = 
wgt y -wgt a. Clearly, a finite set S of nodes is a skew-frame if and only if 
(a,b)ES,(c,d)ES,a~u~c, and b~v~d imply(u,v)ES. (1.1) 
L = (G, <) will denote a linear ordering of a set G and L' = (G, » its reversal. A 
skew-tableau on F = cP (yl a), or of shape yl a, over L is a mapping K from F into G such 
that K (s, t) is an increasing function of s for fixed t and is a non-decreasing function of t for 
fixed s. A skew-tableau on cP (al ao), with ao the null partition, is a (generalized Young) 
tableau on cP(a), or of shape a. 
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Below, the nodes (Si' t;) of a skew-frame F are always indexed so that, for 1 ~ i < w = 
wgt F, either 
(a) Si+1 = Si and ti+1 = 1 + ti or (b) Si+l = Si-1. 
If H is a mapping from F into a set G, pH denotes the sequence 
H(Sh tl), H(S2, t2), ... ,H(sw, tw). 
(1.2) 
Thus p "reads" H across rows, with rows taken in reverse order. If {gil is a sequence with w 
terms, P-\{gi}' F) denotes the mappingH on F with H(Si' ti) = gi; thuspp -\{gi},F) = {g;}. 
2. OPERATIONS ON SEQUENCES 
We define the reversal of {gil = gl, ... , gw to be {gil' = gw, ... , gl and next introduce 
symbols [, D, T, and u for certain mappings associated with the Robinson-Schensted 
insertion and deletion algorithms, as somewhat generalized by Knuth. (For details see [6, 
10].) 
When the insertion algorithm [ is applied to {gi} with the ordering L = (G, <) it 
produces an ordered pair [{gil = (P, Q), where P = T{gi} = T( < ; gl, ... , gw) is a tableau on 
some l/J(a) over L with the gi as its entries and Q = U{gi} = u( <; gh ... , gw) is a bijection, 
from the same l/J(a) onto W={l, 2, ... , w}, which is a tableau over (W, <). We use 
T'{gi} = T(>; gh ... , gw) to indicate that [ is being applied with the reversed ordering 
L' = (G, ». Then T'{gil' = T(>; gw, ... , gl). 
If P is a tableau on l/J(a) over Land Q is a bijection, from l/J(a) onto W = {1, 2, ... , w}, 
which is a tableau on l/J(a) over (w, <), the deletion algorithm D applied to the ordered 
pair (P, Q) produces a sequence D(P, Q) = {g;} such that [{gil = (P, Q). 
Let Qi = u( <; gl, ... , gi) be a tableau on l/J(a;); then l/J(ai) is l/J(ai-l) with one node 
(s, t) adjoined and the entry Qi(S, t) at this node is i. 
If (J is a permutation on {1, 2, ... , w} and (J-l is its inverse, it is a theorem of 
Schiitzenberger [14] that 
T{(J(i)} = U{(J-l(i)}, T{(J-l(i)} = u{(J(i)}. (2.1) 
It follows that one also has 
D(u{(J(i)}, T{(J(i)}) = {(J-l(i)}. (2.2) 
Knuth proved in [10, Theorems 5 and 6] that 
if either 
(a) j.;;: w - 2 and gj';;: gj+2 < gj+l or (b) j;;;. 2 and gj < gj-l';;: gj+l (2.4) 
and that T{gi} = T{g;} if and only if {gil can be transformed into {g;} by a sequence of 
interchanges of adjacemt terms, as in (2.3), subject to the restrictions of (2.4). Knuth used 
this to prove that 
TPP = P for all tableaux P. (2.5) 
LEMMA 1. T{gi} = T{h;} if and only if Tr{giY = Tr{hiY. 
PROOF. Let T{gi} = T{hi}. Then {gil can be transformed into {hi} by interchanges of 
adjacent terms as in (2.3) subject to the conditions (2.4). The same conditions (2.4), 
interpreted for the reversed ordering (G, », allow the same interchanges to transform 
{gil r into {h;}r. Thus Tr{giY = Tr{hiY. The proof the other way is the same. 
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3. OPERATIONS ON FRAMES AND SKEW-TABLEAUX 
The conjugate of a = (at, ... , ad) is the partition aT = (bt, b2 , ••• ) in which bj is the 
largest i with aj ~ j. The null partition is its own conjugate. Let P be a skew-frame with s* 
and t* the largest sand t, respectively, for the nodes (s, t) of P. Then the transpose pT and 
rotation (through 180°) F" of Pare 
pT = {(t, s )i(s, t) E P}, pr = {(s* + 1-s, t* + 1- t)l(s, t) E P}. 
If H is a mapping from Pinto G, its transpose HT and rotation H r are the mappings from 
pT and pr, respectively, into G given by 
HT(t, s) = H(s, t) and Hr(s* + 1- s, t* + 1- t) = H(s, t) for all (s, t) E P. Clearly, pT and 
pr are skew-frames, 
[4> (a)]T = 4> (a T), 
p(Hr) = (pH)", 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
and H r is a skew-tableau on pr over L r = (G, » when H is a skew-tableau on Paver 
L = (G, <). H is called a dual skew-tableau on Paver L if HT is a skew-tableau on pT 
over L. 
Let E also be a skew-frame with q* as its largest column number. We define frame 
multiplication of E and P (in that order) by 
EP = {(p + s*, q)l(p, q) E E} u {(s, t +q*)I(s, t) E P}. (3.3) 
If J and K are skew-tableaux on E and P, respectively, over L, we define their 
skew-product JK to be the mapping H from EP into G given by 
H(p +s*, q) = J(p, q) for (p, q) E E, H(s, t + q*) = K (s, t) for (s, t) E P. 
Clearly, EP is a skew-frame, frame multiplication is associative, JK is a skew-tableau on 
EP over L, every skew-tableau on EP over L is such a product, and 
(EP)T =pTET, (EP)" =F"Er. (3.4) 
4. MULTIPLICITY 
Let E and P be skew-frames each of weight w, W = {1, 2, ... , w}, and the nodes (Pj, qj) 
of E and (Sj, t;) of P be indexed as in (1.2). For a bijection J.L from Ponto E let 
B = [J.L, E, P] and C = [J.L -1, P, E] be the bijections from E and F, respectively, onto W 
such that 
B(pj, qj) = j (4.1) 
Clearly, anyone of J.L, B, C determines the other two. If B is given, we call C the inverse on 
P'of B. We say that J.L is proper if Band C are skew-tableaux over Ov, <). We say that J.L is 
reflexive and that B reflects P (on E) if B is a skew-tableau over (W, <) and the two 
following implications hold: 
(i) If J.L (s, t) = (p, q) and J.L (s, t + 1) = (p', q') then p ;;. p' and q < q'. 
(ii) If J.L(s, t) = (p, q) and J.L(s + 1, t) = (p', q') then p > p' and q ~ q'. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
In Theorem 1 below, it is proved that J.L is reflexive if and only if it is proper. We define the 
multiplicity M[P, E] to be the number of reflexive bijections from Ponto E. This is 
extended to all ordered pairs of skew-frames by letting M[P, E] = 0 when wgt E ,c wgt P. 
M[F, E] is also the number of maps B on E reflecting P. If a, (3, I' are partitions, we also 
write M[P, 4>(1')] as M(F, 1') and M(4)(a)4>({3), 1') as m(a, (3, 1'). 
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Let L, denote a summation over all partitions a. In Section 14 below, it is seen that 
mea, (J, ,,) is the coefficient g"'i3'Y in the Schur function multiplication formula 
N ext we restate in the present terminology results in the authors' [6, Theorem 1, Theorem 
2(b) and Theorem 1*]. 
LEMMA 2. Let a be a partition and F a skew-frame. Then: 
(a) If K is a skew-tableau on F over L, apK reflects F. 
(b) If P and Q are tableaux on 4>(a) over Land (W, <) (respectively), Q reflects F, 
D(P, Q) = {gil, and K = p -I({gi}, F), then K is a skew-tableau on F over L. 
(e) If P is any tableau on 4> (a) over L, the number of skew-tableaux K on F over L with 
TpK = P is M(F, a). 
(d) There is a unique tableau Q! that reflects [4> (a)]" and it has shape a, i.e., 
M([4> (a)]" a) = 1 and M([4> (a)]", (J) = 0 if a ~ (3. 
(e) M(FT, aT) = M(F, a). 
Let aT = (bl> ... , be). Then it is easily seen that the only reflexive bijection ~ from 4> (a ) 
onto itself has ~(s, t) = (bl + 1-s, t) and that there is no reflexive bijection from 4>({3) onto 
4> (a) when a ~ (3. Hence 
M(4)(a),a)=1 and M(4)(a),{3)=O when a"t-.{3. (4.4) 
This is also implied by Lemma 2(c) and Knuth's result that TPP = P for all tableaux P. 
One also sees readily that the only reflexive bijection ~ from [4>(a)J onto 4>(a) has 
J.L (s, t) = (b l + 1- s, t) and that there is no reflexive bijection from [4> (a)J onto 4>({3) when 
a ~ (3. This provides a direct proof of Lemma 2(d) above. 
It is important to note that M[F, E], and in particular M(F, a), is independent of Land 
hence is the same for (G, » as for (G, <); this will be used below in applying Lemma 2(c). 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
Let E = 4>«4,3,2)/(1,1» and F:;; 4>«5, 4,3,2)/(3,3,1» = 4>«3,2)/(1»4>«2,1». The 
following give the indexing, according to (1.2), of the nodes (p, q) of E followed by the 7 
mappings Bi on E which reflect F and then the indexing of the nodes (s, t) of F followed by 
the 7 mappings Ci on F which reflect E. Each Ci is the inverse of Bi on F. 
P 
1 
2 
3 
s 
1 
2 
3 
4 
q1234 BI 
567 
34 
12 
245 
37 
16 
t12345 C I 
67 
5 
34 
12 
24 
7 
36 
15 
247 
35 
16 
27 
4 
36 
15 
125 
47 
36 
24 
7 
13 
56 
127 
45 
36 
27 
4 
13 
56 
Bs 
124 
57 
36 
Cs 
24 
3 
17 
56 
125 
34 
67 
12 
7 
34 
56 
124 
35 
67 
12 
4 
37 
56 
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6. SYMMETRY OF M 
Let E, F, W, the (Pi, qi), and the (Si, t;) be as in Section 4. 
THEOREM 1. A bijection ~ from F onto E is reflexive if and only if it is proper. Also, ~ is 
reflexive if and only if ~ -1 is reflexive and M[F, E] = M[E, F]. 
PROOF. Let B = [~, E, F] and C = [~ -1, F, E]. First we take as given that ~ is reflexive 
and seek to show that C is a skew-tableau over (W, <). Let ~ (s, t) = (Pi, q;) and 
~(s, t + 1) = (Pio qj). Then Pi ;::. Pi and qi < qj follow from implication (4.2). These inequali-
ties and the node indexing (1.2) for E imply that i <j. Using the definition (4.1 ) of C, one 
has C(s, t) = i < j = C(s, t + 1). Hence C increases along rows. Similarly, one uses (4.3) to 
show that C increases along columns. Thus C is a skew-tableau and ~ is proper. 
Nowlet~ be proper, i.e.letB and C be skew tableaux over (W, <). Let C(Sk, tk) = i and 
C(Sk, 1 + tk) = j. The node indexing for F tells us that (Sk, 1 + tk) = (Sk+t. tk+1)' Then 
definition (4.1) gives us B(Pi,qi)=k<k+1=B(Pioqj). Since C is a bijective skew-
tableau, it increases along rows and so i < j. The node indexing for E then implies that 
Pi ;::. Pj' One cannot also have qi ;::. qj since these inequalities and the fact that B increases 
along rows and columns would imply that B(Pi, qi);::' B(Pio qj). This contradiction shows 
that qi < qj. Hence implication (4.2) holds. 
For (4.3), let the values of n for which both (s, n) and (s + 1, n) are in F be g, g + 1, . .. , 
g + h -1. As a start, let C(s, g) = i, C(s + 1, g) = j, and (s + 1, g) = (Sk, tk)' Since C increases 
along columns, i < j. The indexing conventions for E and F, respectively, imply that Pi ;::. Pi 
and that (s, g) = (Sk+h, tk+h) ' Hence B(Pi, q;) = k + hand B(Pio qj ) = k. The assumption that 
Pi = pj and the indexing for E would imply that qi < qj. Since B increases along rows, these 
~onditions would give us the contradiction 
Hence Pi > Pj' Now we assume that qi > qj and seek a contradiction. This assumption and 
(1.1) would imply that (1 + Pi' qi ) is some node (P .. qe) of E. Since B increases along rows 
and columns, this would mean that B (p .. qe) = f with k < f < k + h. This and the indexing of 
F tell us that Sf = S + 1 and g < tf < g + h. Then tf - g applications of (4.2), with S replaced 
by S + 1, would give us pj ;::. P .. which contradicts P. = 1 + Pj' Hence qi :s; qj. This establishes 
(4.3) for the case t = g. The cases t = g + 1, ... , g + h - 1 then follow in order similarly. This 
proves that B reflects F. 
Now we use the fact that ~ is proper if and only if the inverse bijection from E onto F is 
proper to see that ~ is reflexive if and only if ~ -1 is reflexive. Hence M[F, E] = M[E, F]. 
THEOREM 2. M[F, E] = La M(F, a )M(E, a). 
PROOF. Let a be a partition such that M(F, a)M(E, a) > O. Then there exist tableaux 
P and Q on q,(a) over L=(W, <) such that P reflects E and Q reflects F. Using the 
deletion algorithm, let D (Q, P) = {b;} and D(P, Q) = {Ci}' By Lemma 2(b), p - \{b;}, E) is a 
skew-tableauB onE over L andp - \{Ci}, F) is askew-tableau C onF over L. The result of 
Schiitzenberger cited in (2.2) above tells us that {hi} = {OU)} and {ci} = {O-1(i)} for some 
permutation 0 on W. Then it follows from (4.1) that there exists a bijection ~ from F onto 
E such that B = [~, E, F] and C = [~ -t, F, E]. Since Band C are skew-tableaux, ~ is 
proper and, by Theorem 1, ~ is reflexive. 
Conversely, let ~ be reflexive, B = [~, E, F], and C = [~- t, F, E]. Then ~ -1 is reflexive 
by Theorem 1, B reflects F, and C reflects E. Let 'TpC = P and apC = Q; then P and Q are 
tableaux on the same q, (a) over L. The definition (4.1) of Band C and the Schiitzenberger 
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result cited in (2.1) imply TpB = Q and apB = P. By Lemma 2(a), P reflects E and Q 
reflects F. 
The correspondence (P, Q)-I-L of the previous two paragraphs is 1-to-1. The number 
of such (P, Q) for all a is L M(F, a )M(E, a) and the number of such I-L is M[F, E]. The 
theorem follows. 
COROLLARY M[F, F] = L [M(F, a)f. 
7. A,.1 AND A 
Let A and .1 consist of all finite linear combinations L Uiai of partitions ai and L UPi of 
skew-tableau frames Fi, respectively, with Ui in a ring U with unity. Let La denote a 
summation over all partitions a and A be the mapping from .1 into A given by 
n n 
A L UPi = L L uiM(Fi' a)a. (7.1) 
i=l i=l 
In particular, we have 
AF = La M(F, a)a and A [4> (a)4> (13)] = L mea, 13, ')')')'. (7.2) 
Addition in A and in .1 is by collecting like terms. Multiplication in .1 is the extension of 
frame multiplication (3.3) by distributivity, i.e., 
ct UiEi)ct V?i) = it it UiVi(EPi)' 
Clearly these operations make .1 into a non-commutative ring. Also, (3.4) implies that 
transposing and rotating extend into anti-automorphisms of .1 given by 
(u1F1 + ... + unFn) T = ulFi + ... + unF~, (u1F1 + ... + unFS = uIF~ + ... + unF~. (7.3) 
Multiplication in A is defined by 
ct Uiai) C~l Vil3i) = it Jl Ly UiVim(ai, 13i> ')')')'. (7.4) 
In particular, one sees from (7.4) and (7.2) that 
al3 = Ly m (a, 13, ')')')' = A [4> (a)4> (13)]. (7.5) 
Conjugation in A is defined by 
(ulal+·· ·+unan)T =ulai + .. ·+Una~. (7.6) 
It is shown in Theorem 3 below that A is a commutative ring with the involution of 
conjugation as an automorphism. 
LEMMA 3. A4>(a) = a = A[4>(a)r. 
PROOF. This restates (4.4) and Lemma 2(d). 
LEMMA 4. A (FT) = (AF)T for all skew-frames F. 
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 2(e), (7.6) and the first part of (7.2). 
The three lemmas that follow are used in our proof below that multiplication in A is 
commutative. 
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LEMMA 5. Let P be a tableau on cP (a) over L. Then TT ppT is a tableau on the same cP (a) 
over LT. 
PROOF. Let~ be any partition. Weseefrom Lemma 2(d}thatM([cP(a)]"~) > 0 only if 
~ = a. Since pT is a skew-tableau on [cP(a)Y over L" it follows from Lemma 2(c) with T 
replaced by TT that TT ppT must have shape a. 
LEMMA 6. T{gi} and TT{gJT are tableaux P and TT p(PT) of the same shape over Land LT, 
respectively, for all finite sequences {gJ. 
PROOF. Let P = T{gJ and {hJ = pP. Then {hJT = p(PT) by (3.2). Also T{hi} = P by 
Knuth's result that TPP = P for all tableaux P. Thus T{gi} = T{hJ and hence TT{giY = 
1"r{hiY =TTp(pr) by Lemma 1. Finally, TTp(PT) has the same shape as P by Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 7. AFr = AF, for all skew-frames F. 
PROOF. We wish to show that, for all partitions a, 
M(FT, a) = M(F, a). (7.7) 
LetP be a tableau on cP(a) over L. By Lemma 5, TTp(pr) is a tableau p' on cP(a) over LT. By 
Lemma 2(c), M(F, a) is the number of skew-tableaux K on F over L such that TpK = P. 
For each such K, K r is a skew-tableau on FT over L' and p(Kr) = (pKY by (3.2). Using 
Lemma 6 with pK as {gil one has T{gi} = P and finds that 
TTp(KT) = 1"r(pKY = 1"r{giY = TTp(pr) = P'. 
Since distinct K give distinct K" there are at least M(F, a) skew-tableaux K r on FT over L r 
such that TTp(KT) = P'. This and Lemma 2(c) imply that M(F', a) ~M(F, a). As (Fry = F, 
we also have M(F, a)~M(Fr, a). Hence M(F" a) =M(F, a) and Apr =AF. 
8. REFLECTING A FRAME PRODUCT 
We say that a sequence {'Yi} = 'Yo, 'Ylo ... , 'Yd of partitions is nested in cP ('Y/ a) if 'Yo = a, 
'Yd = 'Y, and cP ('Yi-l) C cP ('YJ for 1 ~ i ~ d. 
The example of Section 5 also illustrates the following result with d = 2. 
LEMMA 8. M[FIF2 ••• Fd, E] = L rr~~l M[Fi, cP('YJ'Yi-l)], where the sum is over all 
{yJ nested in E. 
PROOF. Let F = FI ... Fd, f-L be a reflexive bijection from F onto E, and B = [f-L, E, F]. 
Let f-Li be the restriction of f-L to the domain Fi, Ei consist of the images f-Li (s, t) for all (s, t) in 
Fi, and Bi = [f-Li' E i, Fi]. Let Wo = 0 and Wi = wgtFi. Using (4.1), one sees that Ei consists of 
the nodes (p, q) of E for which 
WO+Wl+··· +Wi-l<B(p,q)~WO+Wl+·· · +Wi 
and that Bi is the mapping on Ei with 
Bi(p,q)=B(p,q)-WO-Wl-··· -Wi-I. (8.1) 
Using (1.1), the Ei can be seen to be skew-frames cP ('YJ 'Yi-l) with {yJ nested in E. Clearly 
f-Li is a reflexive bijection from Fi onto Ei. 
Conversely, let 'Yo, . . . , 'Yd be nested in E and for 1 ~ i ~ diet f-Li be a reflexive bijection 
from Fi onto Ei = cP('YJ'Yi-l) and Bi = [f-Li' E i, F;J. Let f-L be the bijection from F onto E 
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with l1-(s, t) = l1-i(S, t) when (~, t) EFi and B be the mapping on E satisfying (8.1). Then 
B = [11-, E, F] and 11- is refle*iV~. 
The desired equality n6\V f<>lIows from the fact that the above correspondence 
11- +-+ (11- 1. • • • , I1-d) is 1-to-1. 
COROLLARY. M(EF, 'Y) ~£~M(E, (3)M[F, c/J('Y/{3)]. 
This is the special case of Lemma 8 with d = 2 and 'Yo the null partition. 
LEMMA 9. M(c/J(a)F, 'Y) = M[F, c/J('Y/a)] = M[c/J('Y/a), F]. 
PROOF. In the corollary, let E = c/J(a). We note from (4.4) that M(c/J(a), (3) is 1 for 
a = {3 and is 0 for a :j:. {3. Hence the sum in the corollary reduces to the desired single term. 
Then we use Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 10. m(a, (3, 'Y) =M(c/J('Y/a ), (3). 
PROOF. This follows from Lemma 9 with F = c/J({3). 
COROLLARY. Ac/J('Y/a ) = L/3m(a, {3, 'Y){3. 
Lemma 10 is the analogue of Littlewood's Theorem VIII [11, I:l'. 110]. 
LEMMA 11. A (EF) = (AE)(AF). 
PROOF, By definition (7.1), 
A (EF) = L( M(EF, 'Y h, AE=LM(E,a)a, 
Using these and the a{3 = Loy m(a, (3, 'Yh of (7.5), one sees that hllrdesired result is 
equivalent to 
M(EF, 'Y) = L L/3M(E, a)M(p, (3)m(a, (3,y); 
Using the Corollary to Lemma 8, Theorem 2 and Lemma 10, one his, as desired, 
M(EF, 'Y) = La M(E, a)M[F, c/J('Y/a ) = La M(E, a)L/3 M(F, (3)Nt(c/J('rl'a), (3) 
= La M(E, a) L(3 M(F, (3)m(a, (3, 'Y). 
LEMMA 12. A (EF) = A (FE). 
(8.2) 
PROOF. A (EF) = A (EF)r = A (Fr Er) = (AFr)(AEr) = (AF)(A.E) = A (FE), using Lemma 
7, (3.4), Lemma 11, Lemma 7 and Lemma 11. 
COROLLARY 1. m(a, (3, 'Y) = m({3, a, y) and a{3 = (3a in A. 
This follows from A [c/J(a )c/J({3)] = A ti,6tf~)iP(a)] and (7.5). 
COROLLARY 2. M(c/J('Y/a), (3) =M(c/J('Y/{3), a). 
The second corollary uses Lemma 10 and the first corollary. 
THEOREM 3. A is a commutative ring, conjugation is'ana'U:toffd/rphism of A, and A is a 
homomorphism from .:1 into A. 
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PROOF. Let Fi = cP(ai) for i::: 1, 2, 3. Since multiplicatioq gf frames is associative, 
(F1F2)F3 = F1 (F2F3) ::: F1F2F3. Then . 
(a1a2)a3 = [A (F1F2)][AF3] = A (F1F2F3) 
by (7.5), Lemma 3, and Lemma 11. Similarly, a1(a2a3) = A (F1F2F3)' This proves asso-
ciativity and it follows that A is a ring. Commutativity is implied by Corollary 1 to Lemma 
12. Next 
(a1a2)T = (a2a1? = [A (F2F1)]T = A [(F2F1)T] = A (FiFi) 
= A [cP(a'f)cP(ai)] = aiaI 
using commutativity, (7.5), Lemma 4, (3.4), (3.1) and (7.5). Then (a1a2? = aIai and the 
definition (7.6) of conjugation in A show that this involution is an automorphism. Finally, 
Lemma 11 and the definition (7.1) of A show that A is a ring homomorphism from J into A. 
9. DURFEE QUINTUPLES 
A partition a = (ab ... ,ad) is rectangular if all the ai are equal. We say that a 
rectangular a is a Durfee rectangle in y if cP (a) C cP (y) and cP (y/ a) is a product cP (g)cP (1/) of 
tableau frames. We call (g, 1/, a, (3,,,) a Durfee quintuple if a is a Durfee rectangle in 
y, cP( y/ a) == cP (g)cP (1/), and wgt {3 = wgt g +wgt 1/ = wgt Y - wgt a. 
THEOREM 4. If (g, 1/, a, y) is a Durfee quintuple, m(a, (3, y) = m(g, 1/, (3). 
PROOF. Using Lemma 10 and the hypothesis, one has, as desired, 
m (a, (3, y) = M(cP( y/ a), (3) = M(cP(g)cP ( 1/), (3) = m (g, 1/, (3). 
An example of a Durfee quintuple is g = (3,2), 1/ = (4, 1), 0: = (3, 3), {3 = (5, 2, 2, 1), 
y = (7,4,3,2). 
The important role in combinatorics of the elementary concept of Durfee square is 
indicated by Andrews in [1], where a Durfee n by 2n rectangle is also introduced. 
10. FIXED MULTISET OF ENTRIES 
Let F be a skew-frame, w = wgt P, and V = (Vb . .. ,vn ) be an n-tuple of positive integers 
Vi whose sum is w, i.e. V is a composition of w. Let G = {gl, ... , gn}, L = (G, <), and 
S(P, L, V) consist of all skew-tableaux K on F over L such that K(s, t) = gi for exactly Vi 
nodes (s, t) of F. 
It follows from Lemma 2 that rpK is in some S(cP(a), L, V) for each Kin S(P, L, V) and 
that if P is in some S(cP(a), L, V) then there are exactly M(F, a) skew-tableaux K in 
S(F, L, V) such that rpK = P. This implies that 
Is(p, L, V)I = La M(F, a )IS(cP (a), L, V)I, (10.1) 
where lsi is the number of elements of S. Let 8 be a permutation on {1, 2, ... , n} and 
Bender and Knuth proved in [2] that IS(F, L, Ve)1 = IS(p, L, V)I, for all permutations 8, 
when F is a tableau frame cP (a) and Gansner indicated in [4] that their proof applied to 
general skew-frames F. Such an extension from tableaux to skew-tableaux is also implied 
by (10.1). 
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The extended Bender-Knuth result implies that IS(F, L, V)I is independent of Land 
that one may assume that V is a partition of w, i.e., that VI ~ V2 ~ ••• ~ V n • 
In the special case in which F = c/J(a) and V is a partition {3, it is implied by Littlewood's 
remark after [11, Theorem V, p. 94] that IS(F, L, V)I is the number ka:{3 introduced by 
Kostka in his study [S] of symmetric functions. 
11. PRODUCTS OF Rows (OR COLUMNS) 
For all positive integers w, let Xw be the partition (w) and Yw =x~ =(1,1, ... ,1). For 
{3 = (bt. ... , bd ), let 
LEMMA 13. Let E be a skew-frame of weight w. Then M[ c/J (xw), E] is 1 if the nodes of E 
are in distinct columns and is 0 otherwise. Also, M[c/J(yw), E] is 1 if the nodes of E are in 
distinct rows and is 0 otherwise. 
PROOF. Let F = c/J (xw). If M[F, E] > 0, there exists a reflexive bijection J.L from F onto 
E; then the fact that F is just one row and implication (4.2) imply that the nodes of E are in 
distinct columns. Also, if the nodes of E are in distinct columns, the unique reflexive 
bijection J.L from F onto E is the one with J.L (1, j) = (Pi> qJ, where the nodes (Pi> qj) of E are 
indexed as in (1.2). This proves the first statement and the second follows by conjugation. 
PROOF. Let {3 = (bt. ... , bd ) and L = ({1, 2, ... , d}, <). We wish to establish a I-to-l 
correspondence between the set S = S(c/J (a), L, (3), as defined in Section 10, and the set of 
all reflexive bijections J.L from c/J{3 onto c/J (a). Let J.L be such a bijection. Let Fi = c/J(Xb) with 
b = bi and E = Cp (a). Let the J.Li and Ei = c/J ( 'YJ 'Yi -1) be determined from J.L and the Fi as in 
the proof of Lemma S. The existence of reflexive J.Li shows that M[Fi, E i] > O. Then Lemma 
13 tells us that the nodes of Ei are in distinct columns. This implies that the mapping J on E 
with J(p, q) = i when (p, q) E Ei is a skew-tableau over L. Clearly, J is in S. 
Conversely, let J be in Sand Ei consist of the bi nodes (p, q) of E for which J(p, q) = i. 
Since J increases along columns, the nodes of each Ei must be in distinct columns. By 
Lemma 13, M[Fi, EJ = 1 and there is a unique mapping Bi on Ei which reflects Fi. Then F 
is reflected by the unique mapping B on E satisfying (S.l) and thus J determines the 
reflexive bijection J.L from F onto E such that B = [J.L, E, F]. 
Thus the correspondence J.L-J is I-to-1. Hence M(c/J{3,a)= lSI = ka{3' (See the last 
paragraph of Section 10.) Using Lemmas 11 and 3, one has X{3 = Ac/J{3 = L M(c/J{3, a)a = 
La ka{3a. 
12. A AS A POLYNOMIAL RING 
Let a = (at. a2, ... ) and {3 = (bt. b2, ... ). If a ~ {3 and the first non-zero ai - bi is 
positive, we write {3 < a. Clearly this is a linear ordering. 
We also introduce a partial ordering of partitions by writing {3« a to mean that 
bi + b2 + ... + bi ~ al + a2 + ... + ai for i = 1, 2, .... One sees easily that {3« a and 
{3 ~ a imply {3 <a. 
The characterization of the Kostka numbers in Section 10 shows that kaa = 1 and that 
ka:{3 > 0 implies {3 « a. Hence ka {3 > 0 with a ~ {3 implies that {3 < a.When {3 ranges over all 
partitions of a fixed weight w, the equations Xfj = Lak",fjtl of Lemma 14 thus can be written 
as a triangular system with the diagonal coefficients all 1. Hence this sytem can be solved 
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for all the a of weight w in the form 
(12.1) 
with the ha(3 integers. Tables of the ka (3 and ha(3 are in [8, pp. 118-120] and in [9]. Some of 
these are also in [3]. 
THEOREM 5. A is the polynomial ring U[Xh X2, ... ] and the Xi are a sequence of 
algebraically independent indeterminates over U. 
PROOF. The equations a = L.(3ha~(3 of (12.1) show that the X(3 generate A, considered 
to be a vector space over U. We prove linear independence of the X(3 combinatorially. Let 
Aw be the subspace of A generated by the partitions {3 with wgt {3 ~ wand let there be Dw 
such {3. Then Aw has dimension Dw and is also generated by the Dw products X(3 with wgt 
{3 ~ w. Thus these X(3 form a basis for Aw and so are linearly independent. Since w can be 
arbitrarily large, the set of all X(3 (with any weights) is linearly independent and hence the Xi 
are algebraically independent. 
COROLLARY. A = U[Yh Y2, ... ] and the Yi are independent indeterminates. 
13. ENUMERATIONS 
Let G be a subset 'of N = {O, 1, ... } and L = (G, <). For a skew-frame F, let nk be the 
number of skew-tableaux K on F over L such that k = L. K(s, t), summed over all (s, t) in 
F, z be an indeterminate, and 
r(F,L)=nO+nIz+n2z2 + .... 
Clearly, r(EF, L) = r(E, L)r(F, L) , so that r can be extended into a homomorphism 
from ..::1 into a ring of formal power series. 
Let the conjugate of a = (aI, ... , ad) be (b I , ... , be). The hook-number for the node 
(s, t) of c/J(a) is h(s, t) = as + bt + 1- s - t. Let p = L~~ I (i -l)ai and r(c/J(a), N) = rca]. It 
is a result of Stanley (see [15, Proposition 18.3, p. 270]) that 
rca] = zP n [1- zh (s.t ) r 1 
(5.t),,</>(a) 
(13.1) 
Using this and Lemma 2(c), one can see thatr(F,N) = LM(F, a)r[a]. For L = (N, <),r 
may be extended into a homomorphism from..::1 into a field of rational functions of z. Since 
A is also U[Xl, X2, ... ] or U[Yt. Y2, . .. ], the following well known results on linear 
partitions and linear partitions with distinct parts may be of interest: 
1 z w(w-l)/2 
r[Xw] = 2 w' r[yw]=( 2) ( w ' (1-z)(l-z ) ... (l-z ) 1-z)(1-z ... 1-z ) 
14. SCHUR FUNCTIONS 
Associated with each partition a is a Schur function {a}. Multiplication of Schur 
functions 
{a}{{3} = L" ga(3"h} 
is determined by coefficients ga(3". Material in the many works on Schur functions enables 
one to see that each ga(3" = m(a, (3, y). For example, this can be obtained from Thomas' 
combinatorial characterization of ga(3" in [16] which essentially uses our definition of 
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M[EF, 'Y] in the special case of E = tp(a) and F = rp({3). Or one can note that m(a, {3, 'Y} 
may be determined by the polynomial multiplication (I~ ha~X~)(ITJ h/3TJXTJ) and recon-
version of the products X~YTJ using X'fT = I y ky '1r'Y; then Littlewood's remark after 
[11, Theorem V, p. 94] implies that g"'/3y may be determined exactly the same way. 
The Schur functions {y"} and {xm} are MacMahon's symmetric functions an and hm• This 
indicates that 
Ym - Ym-1Xl + Ym-2X2 - ... + (_1)m-1Y1Xm_l + (-l)m'xm = 0 for m = I, 2, ... , (14.1) 
since this relation for the am and h" is given by MacMahon [12, Vol. 1, p, 4], A direct proof 
of (14.1) can be given but we omit it since we use these relations qnly 'i\s background. 
MacMahon used (14.1) as an algorithm for expressing the y" in terms qf the Xm and vice 
versa. This also is a 'Yay of obtamipg conjugates in A. For example 
(14.2) 
In his two voIUl~t?s U~], MacMahon deduced many results on symmetric functions and 
various enumeration problems using, in effe~~, the existence of an automorphism inter-
changing x" and Y"; ip A the correspondin~ l\lltomorphism is conjugation. 
,S. A AS A DIFFERENTIAL POLYNOMIAL RING 
If z and its derivatives z', z", ... fQPP a sequence of algebraically independent 
indeterminates over a ring U, z is called a differential indeterminate over U and the 
polynomial ring U[z, z', Z'i, ... ] is the differential polynomial ring U{z}. Thus A becomes 
U{z} if we think of Xl as z and Xl+j as the jth derivative z(j) of z. 
The geometrically defined irtvoluti<)fl of conjugation is an automorphism of A in which 
T T 2 , , T ' 3 " Xl =Yl=Xh X2 =Y2=Xl-X2, X3 =Y3=Xl-2xlX2+X3, etc. Hence there is also a 
differentiation operator on A = U[Xh X2, ... ] for which xi = xi - X2, X~ = xi - 2X1X2 + X3, 
etc. 
A reference for differential algebra is Kolchin [7]. For relations between rings of 
differential polynomials in severalqlfferential indeterminates and ordered pairs of 
tableaux see Mead [13] and Gras~1 (51. ' 
" -., : ." 
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